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DARK TRAILS: ANIMAL HISTORIES BEYOND THE LIGHT OF DAY 

One evening in the late springtime of 1838, British naturalist Philip Henry Gosse was travelling across 

Dallas County, Alabama, as twilight descended. Journeying through the marshy landscape across 

which the Alabama River flowed, he noticed that the river was bordered by thick reeds which by day, 

he supposed, would look quite ordinary. At night, however, they had transformed, for flickering 

among the reeds were scores of nature’s nightlights: ‘fireflies danced and crawled … in myriads or 

made uninterrupted lines of radiance as they flew like shooting stars through the air’, he wrote, in a 

series of letters capturing his eight-month sojourn in the Deep South.1 Biological lights such as these 

injected transformative color into what he thought of as an otherwise mundane environment. 

Aesthetically enchanting, fireflies also became objects of scientific fascination as nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century scholars worked within a scientific culture that privileged the expansive 

acquisition of knowledge based on the identification of a kind of order comprised of interlocking 

biological, physical, and chemical components.2 Specifically, natural scientists sought to intimately 

understand the mechanisms behind the chemical production of biological light, and the behavioral 

meaning of the creatures’ bioluminescent displays. Between 1908 and 1911, American physicist 

William D. Coblentz attempted to ascertain the character of light emission across various North 

American and Cuban firefly species. But, like other naturalists working relatively blindly in dark 

domains, Coblentz needed to adapt to the shadows; it was difficult to discern individual insects 

among the vegetation, but he learned that rhythmically sweeping the reeds flushed them out into 

the open air, making them easier to capture for examination in his laboratory, where he might 

discern their secrets.3  

The ways in which biological illumination shaped human-animal relationships (‘animal’ being a term I 

deploy with full appreciation that humans are animals) at night is a neat reminder, both that the 

world in which all beings live is sculpted by shades of light and dark, and that such diverse conditions 

significantly figured historical relationships between people and countless creatures living across 

innumerable environments. Homo sapiens essentially evolved as creatures of the day and yet, over 

the course of generations, diverse societies and cultures attempted to occupy dark domains by 

developing culturally and environmentally specific embodied and technological adaptations to the 

gloom, from flames dancing atop torches guiding Neolithic people through cavernous veins into the 

bowels of the earth, to the modern innovation of radiant arcs capable of illuminating the shadowed 

thoroughfares of industrial urban centers. Despite the recent proliferation and impact of 

anthropogenic light across a substantial proportion of the Earth’s environments, however, people 

generally remain thoroughly limited by a biological visual apparatus that performs poorly in low-light 

conditions. Vision may have been elevated to the position of the principal human sense across the 
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majority of world cultures over the course of modernity – in the West, sight was understood as the 

sense via which a ‘civilized’ – supposedly rational and ‘objective’ - knowledge of the world 

(enlightenment) could be acquired –  but it is also a biological fact that humans are a predominantly 

visual species.4 Indeed, recent studies suggest that human diurnal characteristics may make us 

relative outsiders; most terrestrial organisms are either nocturnal or crepuscular.5 Meanwhile, sight 

has been shown to be merely a single element of an astonishingly expansive sensorium; animals 

possess sensory apparatus – from the echolocating organs of some species of bat to the haptic organ 

of the star-nosed mole – which equip them to experience the world in ways shaped by the relative 

absence of light.6 This set of sensory differences has important implications for the kinds of 

nocturnal relationships that emerged between people and animals in the past. 

Darkness has recently received increased historical attention, but across this body of works, animals 

remain peripheral. Historians of science and technology, for example, have tended towards an 

energy infrastructural focus, usually comprised of the history of illumination in urban contexts.7 

More significantly, social and cultural historians have considered cultures of darkness and night-time 

across several historical contexts, illustrating that darkness is not only comprised of an array of 

environmental conditions, but that it also occupies an expansive and highly contingent cultural 

position; shadows permeate the writings of world religions, synonymous with temptation, fear, sin, 

and spiritual disorientation, while folklores, mythologies, and legends feature otherworldly hybrid 

beings prowling the shadows, from vampires and werewolves to Victorian Britain’s demonic Spring-

Heeled Jack and the North American Mothman.8  Meanwhile, historical geographers such as Tim 

Edensor have variously examined the myriad dimensions of darkness, light and gloom in 

contemporary western contexts.9 Cultural contexts are historically significant as influential forces in 

the shaping of human engagements with darkness. However, physical and imaginative interactions 

were also figured by the historically contingent textures of the sensorial chasm separating generic 

human experiences from that of countless animal others. The implications of this situation have 

largely escaped environmental historians to-date, who have mainly focused on the day as a space 

and time in which to situate their interrogations of interspecies pasts.  

Thus, here I chart a new analytical path for environmental historians as they adjust their night vision 

and learn to follow dark trails in search of human-animal histories. I do so by initially drawing 

attention to the significance of historical consideration of the inherent diversity of dark domains 

across space and time, showing that this diversity has important intellectual implications as we look 

to draw out complexity in historical human-animal relations. I then focus on the ways in which 

British, North American and Australian naturalists and life scientists physically engaged with dark 

environments, where their senses set the parameters within which they could encounter dark-
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dwellers, and where they developed biological and technological sensory strategies for ‘becoming 

nocturnal’ in various ways and for differing reasons. Finally, I point towards the ways in which 

darkness and the limits of naturalists’ and life scientists’ adaptive abilities framed engagement with 

the ‘secrets’ of nocturnal worlds. By concentrating on human-animal relationships in the dark - from 

the prosaic night to the permanent darkness of the subterranean - I argue that through immersion in 

and thinking with darkness at the nexus of environmental history, human-animal studies, and 

sensory studies, it is possible to achieve two specific ends. First, we can uncover a range of 

encounters with animals that took place beyond the light of day, thereby enriching our sense of the 

contours and textures of a shared past. Secondly, occularcentric environmental historians can be 

coaxed towards an appreciation of the ways in which human-animal relationships in the shadows 

reveal much about the diverse generative (and destructive) interplay between bodies and their 

sensoria, technologies, and wider environmental conditions.10 

There is some urgency to this endeavor. Today, the fireflies that fascinated Gosse, and related 

bioluminescent insects, remain beguiling inhabitants of dark environments across the globe.11 But 

such creatures are among numerous nocturnal insects that face grave anthropogenic threats 

Pervasive light pollution occludes their flickering mating displays, while land development reduces 

the extent and quality of their preferred habitats. With species populations on the wane, 

conservation initiatives focus on arresting a precipitous decline of these the ‘jewels of the night’.12 

Indeed, a pair of recent publications together made a compelling transdisciplinary case as to why 

‘night matters’ in this moment of ecological and climatic peril.13 Long before that, though, American 

naturalist Orlando Park (who also, incidentally, published the first Sherlock Holmes encyclopedia), 

noted in a 1940 paper in Ecological Monographs that the life sciences had a significant ‘nocturnal 

problem’. An array of sensory and technological barriers, he noted, had prevented sustained study 

of dark environments and he proposed a research program to build knowledge of this kind of place 

and time.14 Despite Park’s rousing call to action, the ‘nocturnal problem’ persisted as life scientists 

generally continued to neglect nature by night. Kevin J. Gaston’s 2019 American Naturalist article 

illustrates that barriers remain which limit scientists, amateur naturalists, and ordinary people in 

their engagements with dark environments and their animal inhabitants.15 Concentrated historical 

attention is necessary to effectively contextualize this position and to contribute to drawing dark 

domains towards the center of scholarly investigations.   

My focus on setting an agenda for innovative historical study is not to say that environmental and 

animal historians have wholly resisted the allure of the night. Sara B. Pritchard’s landmark 2017 

article drew urgent attention to the ‘trouble with darkness’, in an explicit nod to William Cronon’s 

field-shifting deconstruction of the American wilderness ideal. Deploying NASA photographs of an 
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illuminated Earth at night, Pritchard directed attention towards several critical material and cultural 

dimensions of the night.16 More recently, Dorothee Brantz argued that the binary of night and day 

may prove to be a fruitful analytical avenue for urban environmental historians who have neglected 

the biological rhythm of the city across shifting light configurations.17 Such scholarship draws only 

fleeting attention to animals as defining features of nature’s dark domains. Contrastingly, Peter 

Coates is one among a cluster of notable outliers as he casts a sidewards glance at nocturnal human-

animal relations in his exploration of historical sonic environments. However, while recognizing the 

importance of sound as colonists came to know nature as they settled the vast expanses of the 

North American continent, the wider significance of the absence of light in framing human-animal 

relations in this context remains unexplored.18  

By forging several interconnected pathways through which environmental historians might closely 

interrogate human-animal relations beyond the light of day, I illustrate the significant analytical 

potential of working at the intersection of environmental history, sensory studies, and histories of 

human-animal relations. In doing so, I draw on evidence across nineteenth- and twentieth-century 

Anglophone contexts, while recognizing the acute disciplinary importance of moving beyond these 

emphases in due course, engaging with diverse source materials, ranging from newspaper reports, 

naturalists’ papers, travelogues, published natural histories and scientific papers. 

DARK DOMAINS 

Stéphanie le Gallic and Sara B. Pritchard have recently drawn attention to the dynamic dances of 

darkness and light that contribute to the shaping of environmental conditions.19 This diversity has 

important aesthetic consequences: Libby Robin writes in response to the desert landscape and 

associated dust storms of her Antipodean homeland, that a great deal about the aesthetic of beauty 

is about the textures of light.20 Beyond aesthetics, though, historically shifting configurations of 

darkness and light figured engagements with place, and, by extension, the creatures inhabiting those 

places. Recent research – including on the impact of solar eclipses on animal behaviors – has 

brought this into stark focus by revealing that animals behave inconsistently across varying light 

levels and so there is an inherent state of flux across a natural world shaped by shades of light and 

dark.21 Moreover, shifting levels of illumination have impacted on people’s capacity to access the 

night and to encounter - and potentially interfere with - animal others. In times and places without 

artificial light, the moon and stars were fundamental in transforming the character of night-time 

environments. For example, as Matt Gaw evocatively illustrates in his Under the Stars: A Journey into 

Light (2020), the moon, waxing and waning across the lunar month, and transforming with various 

weather conditions, has historically operated as ‘a glowing changeling, whose light has directed 
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travelers and bewitched all living things – man and moth alike.’22 Henry David Thoreau’s 1863 

reflection on Night and Moonlight, for instance, is much less an ode to the night than a love letter to 

the effect of moonlight on the illumination of a familiar daytime landscape. The moonshine served a 

distinctly practical purpose, permitting him access to an otherwise shrouded world, allowing him to 

‘make acquaintance with another side of nature.’23 Indeed, until well into the nineteenth century, 

torches, lanterns, the moon, and stars were necessary to light wayfarers’ journeys into the dark. In 

parts of the early modern British Isles the moon was known as the ‘parish lantern’, and among rural 

folk the phases of the moon – and the associated levels of illumination they offered – were well 

understood. Crucially, on both sides of the Atlantic, moonlight in September - the ‘harvest moon’ - 

was vital to the completion of early fall’s agricultural labors.24  

Significantly, pre-industrial illuminations such as these were inherently fragile. They could not be 

relied upon to permit consistent access to the nocturnal world, and this rendered preindustrial 

nights dynamic in ways that the majority of those living in the Global North are not familiar with 

today. Moonlight and starlight were heavily environmentally dependent; lights such as these made 

little difference to the deep darkness of thick forests, while naked flame torches and lanterns could 

be extinguished by rainfall or a gust of wind.25 Recognizing the fragility of illumination in contexts 

without a stable lighting infrastructure is important, for this fragility meant that the character of 

darkness could shift very quickly indeed, crafting unpredictable encounters with the denizens of 

nocturnal worlds. In such changeable circumstances, human influence on dark environments was 

checked in a way that was less substantial in the day, and in a way that became less frequent after 

the arrival of more resilient lighting infrastructures – from street-lighting to battery-powered torches 

– in many parts of the world over the course of modernity, and which permitted more consistent 

inhabitation of the night.26 

As le Gallic and Pritchard note, however, light(s) and darkness(es) entwine in times and places 

beyond simply the night of our everyday.27 Such diverse light-dark configurations significantly set the 

stage for human-animal encounters. Western, non-indigenous polar exploration, for instance, has 

historically been heavily dependent on daylight, not only because that was when people could best 

undertake physical studies, but also because wildlife seemed to retreat as the long winter’s night 

drew in. Indeed, animals were rarely sighted across nineteenth- and twentieth-century winter 

expeditions in the Arctic and Antarctic. Polar bears entered their long winter’s sleep in the Arctic, 

while migrating species such as Antarctica’s blue petrel overwintered in the warmth of northern 

climes. In Shackleton’s memoir of the 1914-16 Endurance Expedition, for instance, changing 

conditions meant that terrestrial exploration was largely replaced by deep-sea dredging - a more 

static form of natural history. Significantly, too, illusions of light rendered the wider polar 
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environment increasingly treacherous as the perennially setting sun and the encroaching darkness 

combined to distort the appearance of the landscape. Shackleton remarked in 1915 that ‘Mirages 

were frequent. Barrier cliffs emerged all around us, even in places where we knew there was deep 

water … the shadows come and go silently, melting away finally as the sun declines to the west. We 

seem to be drifting helplessly in a strange world of unreality.’28 Indeed, when pursuing a seal 

destined for the dinner plate, the crew had an ‘uncomfortable journey outward in the dim, diffused 

light, which cast no shadows and so gave no warning of irregularities in the white surface.’29 There 

remain few year-round studies of Arctic animals, despite substantial technological innovations, 

demonstrating the ongoing capacity of light conditions to lay strong foundations for scientific 

relations with life at the Poles.30 

The regularly recurrent night of the everyday, and the longer nights at the poles sit at opposite ends 

of a spectrum of global light-dark configurations that contort rhythmically with the passing of the 

seasons. On a planetary scale, darkness comes and goes, not only pulsing with the movement of the 

Earth itself but also historically and geographically changing according to the vagaries of 

environmental and meteorological conditions and the stability of anthropogenic illumination. 

Moreover, as the evidence above suggests, all such nights have boundary places and spaces. Such 

areas of light-dark transition – from the fleeting twilight of dusk and dawn to the extended twilight 

of the polar night - generate diverse environmental conditions characterized by fluxing levels of 

natural illumination. In most dark contexts, then, this introduced a degree of mutability into 

historical human-animal relations which are not found in the same degree during the daytime and 

which historians have scarcely begun to interrogate.31  

But not all kinds of planetary darkness wax and wane in this way. Perpetual night exists in the depths 

of the ocean and underground. Helen Radwazowski identifies the conceptualization of the deep sea 

in the nineteenth century as an ‘undiscovered country’, while John R. Tillis and Franziska Torma note 

that the histories of the oceans have too often been horizontal rather than vertical in focus.32 And 

yet, the depths are teeming with life. Indeed, today these places serve as scientific ‘frontiers’, not 

least because they contain living beings that are radically adapted to life in deep darkness.33 Difficult 

to access, the darkness of these environments has shaped human encounters with radically adapted 

subterranean and deep marine life. They demand specific kinds of embodied adaptation and 

technological innovation to become places in which scientists can engage with and understand these 

so-called ‘extremophile’ species. Environmental historians must address diverse darkness(es), each 

of which provides a context for a specific set of encounters between people and animals, in order to 

fully understand the realities of historical human-animal relations. 
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DARK BECOMINGS 

Given the fact that most people are, in effect, visually impaired in the darkness, new environmental 

histories of the night need to not only identify the implications of diverse darkness(es) in nuancing 

the history of human-animal relations, but also to probe the particular and historically contingent 

ways in which dark environments were inhabited as people sought access despite the limits of their 

vision. Adaptive strategies were essential elements in a swathe of nocturnal interspecies dances that 

look quite different from those developed in the light of day. Various engagements with the dark 

produced specific embodied practices, and this is especially true among naturalists who, working in a 

scientific culture which gains potency in the context of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

imperialism and which prioritized the acquisition of ‘total’ knowledge of the wider natural world. 

This was coupled with the central significance of direct observation to scientific method in the West 

since the enlightenment, driving naturalists to probe dark domains in search of variously defined 

‘authentic’ encounters with wildlife.34  

At one level, ‘unfamiliar somatic maneuvers’ were critical elements of naturalists’ engagement with 

dark environments.35 Sensory adaptation was vital to nocturnal investigations. Additionally, dark-

adapted sensory practices frequently – though not always - cohered with changing technological 

prostheses – ‘exosomatic’ devices - deployed to facilitate specific nocturnal encounters.36 Indeed, as 

Joy Parr writes, ‘we live in environments, amid technologies, learning by doing. Our bodies are the 

instruments through which we become aware of the world beyond our skin...’37 Tracking complex 

adaptations that transformed over the course of time, however, presents a significant challenge for, 

as Parr notes, most embodied practices are ‘held beyond speech’, resisting textual representation.38 

And so, most of the texture of human nocturnality does not feature in explicit ways within written 

source materials. What traces do exist, though, provide clues – some more explicit than others – to 

the historical realities of the ways in which naturalists sought to become nocturnal through sensory 

reconfiguration and the deployment of adaptive technologies. 

Naturalists have pursued engagement with dark dwellers for centuries, but prior to the advent of 

stable artificial lighting, their attempts were always dependent on fragile forms of illumination that 

permitted fleeting glimpses of the nocturnal world. Gilbert White’s 1789 Natural History of 

Selbourne reports that he was actively grappling with the challenge of nocturnal observation, as he 

looked by candlelight for animals in and around his garden, including tawny owls, nightjars, and 

worms emerging from the damp soils.39 The same was true of naturalists working in the early 

decades of the twentieth century. The Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalists Society, comprised of 

papers submitted by its members, contain scattered accounts of forays into the nocturnal worlds of 
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South West England and beyond, illustrating the consistent significance of natural light in enabling 

specific kinds of nocturnal human-animal encounters. Twilight nature walks and expeditions to 

capture moths at dusk were commonplace, for instance, as were countryside expeditions to listen 

for the tell-tale sounds of an animal world undoubtedly present but profoundly concealed by the 

shadows.40  

The limits of low-light vision and fragile illumination meant that sensory adaptation towards active 

listening was frequently at the core of nocturnal encounters between naturalists and wildlife and 

this has generally continued as practice among amateur naturalists into the present. Nineteenth- 

and twentieth-century records evidence that biosonic signals formed a crucial element of naturalists’ 

sense of the nocturnal natural world, generating more-than-visual ways of observing wildlife.41 An 

1890 letter to the Selbourne Society’s magazine reported that one night in early May, ‘a cuckoo 

perched on a tree opposite my window, awoke me by constant calls … My friend ran up to 2683 

[calls] in total during the night.’42 Emphasis on such biosonic signatures is noteworthy because sound 

permitted naturalists, whose bodies were constrained by the limits of their biological sensory 

apparatus, and whose illuminations could not permit the intense observation required within their 

discipline, partial access to the night. 

Visual limitations and the partial access to darkness afforded by sound was not sufficient for some 

naturalists who were intent upon deep interrogations of animal bodies and behaviors. Technological 

solutions beyond fragile candle and oil lamp illuminations frequently augmented the senses to 

facilitate more proximal engagements with beings that were conceptualized as objects of study. Not 

least, some naturalists deployed illuminated traps designed to capture moths and other flying 

insects, the light not only irresistibly drawing potential specimens but also allowing naturalists to see 

the fruits of their labors. For instance, E. Barton-White reported a 1930 visit to Wicken Fen, 

Cambridgeshire, in that year’s Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalists Society, writing that a moth trap 

comprising of sugared bark and large white sheets was set up at dusk: ‘on lighting our petrol lamps 

by the sheets … we were soon surrounded … a heavy “plop” on the sheet, followed by rustling in the 

reeds below, heralded the arrival of [the lappet moth]. Those were frequently found resting under 

the table lamp.’43  

The deployment of stable artificial illumination as forms of sensory prostheses – from candles to oil 

lamps and, later, electric LED technologies – meant that the observation and collection of insects 

that were easily manipulated by light became increasingly straightforward. But illumination 

presented its own challenges because bathing a dark environment in light encouraged charismatic 

fauna, particularly mammals, to retreat into the shadows, thereby evading observation and/or 
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capture. As H. Percy Leonard observed in 1890, ‘It is quite possible for an expert field naturalist, 

whose studies lie in other directions, to be almost a stranger to the sight of a wild mouse. The 

nocturnal habits of some, the extreme quickness of movement in others … all combine to make 

them unnoticed.’44  

These fundamental limitations, produced as senses, technological innovations and dark conditions 

entwined, were a source of much frustration and frequently necessitated the adoption of ‘nocturnal’ 

engagements that took place during the day. In an important sense, the daytime was and remains a 

principal field site for scientific studies of the nocturnal world where vision – the sense associated 

with knowledge – could be deployed to maximum effect. Nocturnal bird eggs were taken by day, 

moth wings lost at night were collected at the base of urban lanterns, droppings collected, and 

footprints identified in fresh mud and snow. Likewise, nocturnal creatures – alive and dead and from 

dormice to owls - were collected and brought home for daytime interrogation.45 In 1881, for 

example, the American Naturalist reported the discovery of a spider found in long grass on the 

Virginian shore of the Potomac, which had been captured and kept in a glass jar partially filled with 

soil. While the spider’s nocturnal behavior remained occluded to the unnamed naturalist concerned, 

each morning they awoke to find the remnants of a night’s activity. The spider had made a nest by 

digging a shaft into the ground and, at this point, only a small number of spider species had been 

found to exhibit this kind of behavior.46 Ostensibly removed from the nocturnal world, these were 

merely the echoes of night, deployed by day to infer realities of a largely unseen, enduringly distant 

world. Across these contexts, naturalists’ physical encounters in and with the night and the creatures 

within it were paradoxically activated and limited by the powers of illumination in combination with 

the constraints of human sensoria.  

In the decades following the end of the Second World War, an increasing number of natural history 

publications encouraged nature detectives to seek out nocturnal wildlife This was likely due to 

several socio-cultural factors, including the rise of suburbia, the expansion of automobility, and the 

domestication of nature on film, which broadened access to ‘natural’ places.47 These works 

presented strategies for entering the nocturnal world that relied more on embodied sensory 

adaptations – not least proprioception (the sense of the body’s position in its environment), 

intimately connected to the sense of touch – and less on the deployment of lighting and related 

technologies.48 Artificial illumination, used to attract insects, was increasingly considered as 

fundamentally distortive. It altered animal behaviors, manipulating engagements between 

naturalists and animals in ways which were thought to be intrinsically ‘inauthentic’. Such naturalists 

were not necessarily wrong about this: recent research on the impacts of light pollution confirms 

that light alters the character of dark environments and the natures of the beasts within. This is an 
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inherent problem with illumination as a means of dark adaptation for naturalists and life scientists, 

and it has meant that the difficulty of observing nocturnal mammals ‘live’ has largely endured as a 

central feature of Orlando Park’s so-called ‘nocturnal problem’.49 Studies such as the 1956 Animals 

After Dark, by the undercover British spymaster Maxwell Knight, largely eschewed artificial 

illumination, providing practical advice on engaging with nocturnal British animals - from mammals 

to insects and everything in between.  For instance, Knight advised that in the absence of artificial 

illumination, it was crucial to guard against detection by animals whose dark-adapted senses were 

far ‘sharper’ than ours. Be mindful of the body’s movements, he urged, by treading softly and slowly, 

working up-wind from the object of study, and being prepared to stand motionless for long 

periods.50  

The number of publications that emerged from the 1940s misleadingly imply that the night had been 

effectively opened as a field site for the curious, and that the limitations of illuminated observation 

had been overcome. After all, the innovation of infra-red technology from the 1930s and radio 

tracking from around 1960 certainly seemed to solve some of the problems articulated in this 

respect, allowing surveillance of nocturnal mammals without the need for lighting.51 But the impact 

of such innovations has been surprisingly recent and not necessarily widespread among amateur 

nature sleuths. Despite the development of thermo-imaging as a military technology, it only became 

even marginally accessible – financially and practically, given the size of the necessary kit - in the 

1990s, and even then, it was relatively expensive. Late twentieth-century naturalists attempted to 

develop their own night-vision devices (NVDs), but these often cost thousands of dollars to put 

together.52 

The cost of night-vision technologies may not be enough on its own to explain why they did not 

become pervasive among amateur naturalists, however. Indeed, it is clear that some naturalists built 

upon Maxwell Knight’s emphasis on bodily immersion in the darkness by wholly rejecting what they 

interpreted as the distortive effects of these surveillance technologies because, while they certainly 

avoided the problems associated with illumination, they were nonetheless considered to be 

mediators of nocturnal human-animal encounters, preventing what they evidently deemed to be 

‘authentic’ encounters between species. The contingent sense of what an ideal relationship between 

people and place was in the context of the dark is clear in contexts in which naturalists not only built 

upon Knight’s recommendations but who developed radically embodied practices that permitted 

them what they described as highly authentic intimate engagements with nocturnal creatures. This 

was precisely because they viewed those encounters as fundamentally unmediated by technological 

prostheses. Across the early 1970s and early 1980s, one British naturalist - Chris Ferris (a 

pseudonym, for she did not want the places or the animals she described to be identified) - shunned 
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technologies designed to enhance nocturnal vision, choosing instead to immerse herself in the 

dynamic darkness of nighttime as she ranged across 800 acres of woodland and farmland, effectively 

seeking to become nocturnal as she built relationships with and subsequently studied charismatic 

fauna.53 Habituating nocturnal mammals such as badgers and foxes to her presence over the course 

of months, Ferris observed them in ways that had never before been achieved.54 Significantly, the 

ways in which she did this reveals much about her idealization of the night as a place and time that 

ought to be free of human interference and about the status of technology – as she saw it – not as 

an enabler of knowledge acquisition but, rather, as a kind of pollutant, distorting the supposedly 

pure character of dark places, and strengthening the perceived barrier between herself and the 

natural world. To achieve what she supposed was an unmediated encounter with the nocturnal 

world, she attuned her body to the environment and its animal thoroughfares. Her gender - she 

thought - permitted a particular degree of access to worlds from which others were normally 

excluded.: ‘My big advantage … is my size, or lack of it. I’m barely seven stone in weight and a little 

over five feet in height. I go through the wood via its animal trails, creep into small places out of 

sight, and take the ancient boundary ditches out on to the fields. I shelter under the ground-hanging 

foliage of the hollies from deep frost and driving rain like my foxes…’55  

For Ferris, her sense of complete immersion in the darkness was vital to the generation of a kind of 

natural knowledge founded on what she construed as an intense intimacy with nocturnal animals. In 

late September 1981, she found a dying pigeon on the forest floor amidst a powerful gale. Stroking 

it’s failing body, she contemplated that she had ‘never loved this woodland more. To encounter it in 

all its moods is to know and be one with it.’56 Across the years during which she wandered 

increasingly familiar dark trails, Ferris encountered many nocturnal mammals, but badgers and foxes 

were those with which she felt she developed the closest affinities, filling her published field journal 

with romanticized images of these animals and their nighttime world (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1. Chris Ferris, The Darkness is Light Enough: A Journal of a Night Naturalist (London: Michael Joseph, 1986), 225. 

Published with the permission of William Geldart. 

Access to the night not only shifted across the course of modernity but required a very wide range of 

technological and embodied adaptations, some of which remained in practice across the period. 

Significantly, the precise ways in which bodies, technologies and environments entwined varied not 

only over the course of time but also among naturalists themselves, reflecting diverse notions of 

what it meant to encounter and know nocturnal creatures in apparently ‘authentic’ ways. Indeed, a 

persistent yet transforming desire for ‘authentic’ connection with nocturnal worlds has in recent 

years made potential armchair nocturnal naturalists out of anybody with a streaming service 

subscription. Spectacular dark domains were packaged and delivered, for instance, in a big-budget 
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Netflix docuseries first broadcast in 2020 which deployed a range of state-of-the-art filming 

technologies, including moonlight-sensitive cameras, to capture nocturnal worlds in ways never 

before seen (Fig. 2).57 This might give the impression that the realities of nocturnal worlds are more 

accessible and knowable than ever, but actually, encounters delivered to audio-visual devices are 

just the latest in a extensive series of embodied sensory, technological and environmental 

entanglements informed by a historically contingent curiosity about and a desire to know the 

nocturnal world.  

Figure 2: 'Frogs at Night', Night on Earth (Netflix, 2020), © Netflix. 

DARK SECRETS 

The desire for supposedly ‘authentic’ encounters with nature by night frequently reflected a drive 

among naturalists to uncover specific kinds of secrets about the nocturnal world, beyond the 

identification of species and the documentation of behaviors. These secrets were themselves 

products of historical circumstance, while the darkness itself and the character of both human and 

animal sensoria significantly shaped the kinds of questions that naturalists felt compelled to ask. Not 

least, in the context of a deepening modern interest in life sciences, questions about the ways in 

which nocturnal animals experienced the world in the relative absence of light frequently set the 

tone of naturalists’ relationships with the nocturnal world. In particular, sensory systems have been 

of persistent interest across several centuries, especially in the context of the imagination of some 

dark dwellers as extremophiles inhabiting thoroughly alien sensory worlds. This has prompted 

violent scientific engagements between people and animals in the name of exposing the deep 

physical secrets of highly specialized dark-adapted ways of being.58 Philosopher Thomas Nagel 

thought it impossible to truly know what it is like to be a bat due to the radical sensory otherness 

separating human from bat experience. This perception of an ontological chasm between 

experiences of the world has rendered dark-dwelling species particularly compelling research 

subjects.59 Indeed, once it became clear by the eighteenth century that bats were not blind, the 

quest to uncover the secrets of their nighttime navigation provoked gruesome experimentation that, 

in stark contrast to some naturalists’ quests for supposedly authentic encounters within dark 

environments themselves, disfigured animal bodies in laboratories designed to facilitate the 

interrogation of sensory capacities. Eyes were plucked from their sockets with red-hot pokers, or 

ears stuffed with wax in a series of laboratory experiments designed to isolate the sensory apparatus 

which allowed for precise nocturnal flight and predation. By the late 1930s Donald Griffin and others 

working in parallel on both sides of the Atlantic had identified in some bat species a sense that 

became known as echolocation.60 Similarly, the secrets of navigation among blind cave fish, which 
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had been found in the total darkness of subterranean worlds across multiple locations in North 

America and Europe, was the subject of intense experimentation across the latter half of the 

nineteenth century, and again since the Second World War. Despite the identification of haptic 

organs, the deeper secrets of the creatures’ life and origins remain unresolved, and thus subject to 

ongoing theorization and experimentation.61  

Beyond engagement with ontological questions, darkness has inspired anxieties about the very 

existence of species, and these have intensified in our age of increasingly evident ecological 

degradation. Familiarity with the depletion and extinction of species from the later years of the 

nineteenth century could be figured by darkness itself, the relative inaccessibility of which frustrated 

the acquisition of natural knowledge, and which rendered questions about the survival – or 

otherwise – of some species distressingly unanswerable.62 The story of Australia’s night parrot is an 

effective illustration of the shaping of the kinds of questions asked of nocturnal animals in the 

context of a rising anxiety about global biodiversity. In an important sense, the bird’s story across 

the twentieth and twenty-first centuries is one of an inextricably entwined grief and longing, largely 

exacerbated by obstacles limiting the study of nature by night. As Dolly Jorgensen explains, the very 

fact that a species is missing from a place has historically been sufficient to inspire a profound sense 

of loss. And yet, when a species is not definitively extinct, hope lingers at the margins.63 Darkness 

exacerbates this emotional tension by rendering rarely seen species concurrently alive and dead; a 

veritable Schrodinger’s Cat (Bat) situation in the history of human-animal relations.  

First scientifically described in the mid-1840s and known among some aboriginal cultures for 

centuries as Myrriumbing with reference to the sound of its call, the nocturnal night parrot (Fig. 3) 

was never thought to be obviously abundant, probably because it was difficult to detect. 

Nonetheless, its appearances at twilight meant that it was at least not a wholly rare sight in 

Australia’s dry interior across most of the nineteenth century. By the early twentieth century, 

however, this species had become a real curiosity on account of its apparent disappearance; only a 

handful of specimens were identified over the following decades.64 Speculation about the causes of 

the parrot’s catastrophic decline abounded, from the vulnerability inherent in its ground-nesting 

behavior to a possible connection between the species’ disappearance and the ‘great drought’ of 

1902.65 There were sporadic sightings in the early years of the century, and the species’ fleeting 

presence under the shroud of night rendered it enthralling among naturalists because its continuing 

existence proved impossible to determine. This intensified a desire to acquire knowledge of the bird 

by any means necessary. A 1917 report in the Geelong Advertiser, for example, noted the 

undertaking of an expedition by two ‘well known sportsmen’ to bring home a specimen. It is implicit 

in the report that the bird, if captured, will not be brought home alive. Paradoxically, the intense 
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desire to extract evidence of life from the night did not require the possession of living birds, but 

merely the remnants of a life that had been lived, extracted from the shadows as proof of 

presence.66  

Figure 3. E. E. Gostelow, The night or spinifex parrot, 1928 <http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-133033002>  

The dark’s capacity to deprive naturalists full sight of its inhabitants meant that there was much 

focus among naturalists on proving either the presence or terminal disappearance of night parrots 

across the twentieth century, demonstrating the ways in research questions could be framed by the 

ways in which bodies inhabited particular environmental milieus. Australian newspapers routinely 

published letters reporting possible sightings, but nearly all admitted to the impaired vision that 

made it impossible to definitively identify the creatures concerned. One 1929 letter was addressed 

to conservationist and ornithologist S. A. White, who undertook at least one expedition in 1911 to 

locate the bird in South Australia’s Gawler Ranges.67  

The lack of concrete evidence meant that hearsay was the predominant means by which any kind of 

knowledge of the ‘long-lost’ night parrot was passed between interested parties. One 1933 report in 

The Mail (Adelaide) noted that two aboriginal boys had ‘possibly’ driven a pair of birds from their 

nests while rabbiting near the border of South and Central Australia. The low light of evening 

prevented them from effectively giving chase and catching a clearer sight of the bird. Nonetheless, 

these glimpses in the night were tantalizing; their word was deemed reliable enough to spark an 

expedition in search of the creatures.68 Indeed, multiple reports of sightings in the upper reaches of 

Southern Australia, to the west of the Alice Springs railway, in the first half of the 1930s generated 

press interest across Australia.69 By the middle of the twentieth century, the species had not been 

officially spotted for more than two decades. By this point, though, reports were increasingly 

melancholic in tone, lamenting the final disappearance of ‘the strangest bird in the world’.70  Over 

the decades, further attempts – such as the 1966 British expedition into Australia’s ‘Dead Heart’ – 

failed to locate any specimens.71 

The night parrot was one among many nocturnal creatures whom naturalists were unable to 

effectively detect, let alone study, and this fundamentally shaped the ways in which these creatures 

were imagined. Indeed, the plight of the night parrot persisted as a matter of great interest towards 

the end of the twentieth century when its continuing existence remained a matter of both scientific 

and public conjecture. Its phantom presence rendered it a prime example of what we might call 

charismatic noctu-fauna: an animal, the imagination of which is fueled and figured by night. A bird 

discovered by staff on a roadside in Queensland in 1990 was the first evidence in 78 years – though 

it was ravaged by ants and its colorful plumage faded by the sun- that the species was surviving.72 
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Only in recent years has the mystery of the night parrot’s presence in the Australian outback been 

finally solved: there is currently a secret sanctuary, nursing a lone population of the birds back to 

health, somewhere in the Australian interior.73 Whether any further populations persist remains a 

vexing secret of the Australian night that continues to shape relationships with this charismatic bird. 

The illustrative case of the night parrot is important, not only in its demonstration of the ways in 

which the sensory and technological limitations of human access to dark environments added a 

distinct layer of complexity to studies of creatures threatened with extinction, but also in 

highlighting a critical problem that sits right at the heart of nocturnal relationships between animals 

and naturalists: how many unknown species are on the precipice of extinction, concealed by a 

darkness that life scientists are unable to fully inhabit? Indeed, It has been well documented that 

dark environments contain an array of ecological traps, from light pollution to traffic infrastructure 

and the allied commotion of night-time economies.74 Meanwhile, and just like fireflies and their 

bioluminescent kin, nocturnal insect populations have been subject over the past several decades to 

what has been called ‘the great thinning’, an anthropogenic decline in the sheer quantity of beings 

inhabiting diverse ecosystems.75 The questions that occupy twenty-first-century scientific 

imaginations revolve – at least in part - around uncovering the consequences of human activity 

across its myriad registers for the dark domains and dark-dwellers of the Earth. Research published 

in 2018 suggests that mammalian behavior is changing so that they occupy night-time hours, not 

only to avoid some elements of human activity but also to take advantage of foraging and predation 

opportunities presented by human activities across an array of urban and rural contexts. It seems 

that ecosystems all over the world are changing shape as patterns of life shift in extreme ways.76 

Moreover, the warming effects of climate change appear to be more significant during the night 

than during the day. The implications for a burgeoning nocturnal world remain unclear.77 These 

mysteries are joined by practical questions about how anthropogenic interventions – such as the 

preservation of ‘dark corridors’ through which lesser horseshoe bats might navigate broader urban 

environments - might assist night life in its adaptation to a rapidly changing world.78  

CONCLUSION: DARK TRAILS 

As several scholars have argued, increasingly rare twenty-first century ‘true’ darkness in the West 

has been constructed as a planetary, if not cosmological, signal of ‘wildness’, a phenomenon 

supposedly untarnished by the blinding illumination of modernity. Indeed, governments 

communicate the importance of exposure to the ‘true’ night sky to childhood understandings of the 

natural world.79 Fascination with dark environments extends far beyond the context of the night sky, 

however. Literally dark tourism embraces, for example, the highly successful Night Safari in 
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Singapore, where prosaic zoo animals can be seen beyond the light of the sun, nocturnal houses in 

zoological gardens, and casual night rambles, which have lately become increasingly popular.80 

Indeed, returning to the ‘jewels of the night’ which opened this essay, global firefly tourism has 

boomed in recent years.81 While sensory and technological limitations mean that darkness continues 

to erect intrinsic obstacles to human inhabitation of the night, it is clear that dark domains have an 

enduring capacity to provide the contexts for a wide array of human-animal relations. 

Animal and environmental historians have an opportunity to turn more fully to the darkness to 

understand the diverse range and complex formulations of historical relations between people, 

places, and the animal inhabitants of those times and places. Dark environments are still just about 

teeming with what Thoreau evocatively termed ‘Nature’s watchmen’ – creatures abroad in the 

darkness, keeping vigil over the earth as one day bleeds into the next - but this world is now 

profoundly threatened.82 Historians have much to offer in contextualizing popular and scientific 

engagements with nocturnal beings. Across the course of this essay, I have demonstrated that 

relations between naturalists, life scientists, dark environments and their inhabitants - across 

contexts in Australia, Britain, and North America – have histories that are framed by the diversity of 

darkness itself, the research questions posed of life at night, and the ways in which the day-night 

boundary has been a place of countless crossings facilitated by varying and transforming embodied 

and technological adaptations in the context of the relative impairment of human vision in the dark. 

Importantly, my focus on a narrow geographical and cultural series of case studies means that I have 

not attempted to approach critical histories beyond these contexts. Indigenous relations with dark 

domains, for instance, are likely to be quite different from those I have reconstructed here, and they 

deserve attention. For example, encounters with wildlife in times and places where apex predators 

present danger to human life and in places afflicted by lighting poverty are likely to be figured by 

power relations – issues of vulnerability, exploitation, and adaptation – not only between people 

and animals but also among human social groups, that are quite distinct from those elucidated in 

this paper. Certainly, relations between people and nocturnal wildlife are likely to be skewed by 

intersecting frames of place, race, gender, class, and ability. American visually impaired naturalist 

Clarence Hawkes, who worked and published across the years at the turn of the twentieth century, 

encountered nocturnal animals in ways that were framed by his own sensorium, and which are quite 

different from the adaptive strategies examined here.83 Historical analysis through the diverse 

analytical lenses presented here are likely to uncover other kinds of stories of enormous importance 

as historians reconstruct histories of nocturnal human-animal relations. Nonetheless, I have 

sketched out a series of dark trails that other environmental and animal historians might follow to 

expose the realities of history’s diverse and fragile nights, contributing to an emerging expansion of 
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understanding of the earth’s dark environments and the beings – human and animal - that lived 

within them. 
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